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RE – Bible Stories 

Research what some of the stories in the Bible are. Think 

about stories about figures such as Noah, Moses, Jonah 

and the Whale, http://www.dltk-

bible.com/%5C/cv/jonah_and_the_whale.htm or stories 

told by Jesus we have learned in school, such as The 

Prodigal son, or The Unforgiving Servant. 

This is a link to the story of the Loaves and the Fishes: 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-radio/audio-

stories-loaves-and-fishes/zv2xqp3 

Think about the moral/lesson that Christian people learn 

from these stories. 

Create a newspaper article for your chosen Bible story. 

It needs: A Headline, a picture with a caption, the 5Ws in 

the opening paragraph, quotes from eyewitnesses as 

well as reported speech. 

Use the attached template or create your own if you 

would like to. 
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Wellbeing 

W all need to try to be physically active 

and The Daily Mile at Home can help 

almost everyone to do this. The Daily Mile 

at Home is a super simple idea. With an 

adult, just go outside for 15 minutes of 

jogging or running at your own pace each 

day. There is also a fabulous website link 

below telling you all about The Daily Mile. 

It has lots of challenges to keep yourself 

busy while at home. 

https://thedailymile.co.uk/at-home/ 

SUBJECT: PE 

If you haven’t already make sure you have 
downloaded the Top Ya! app. Step-by-step 
instructions on how to sign up can be found 
here at https://topya.com/sgac/  
 
Our unique school invite code is: 28535 

 
We look forward to following your progress 
and seeing who tops 
the Barnehurst leaderboard! 
 

Can you submit 3 challenges today to get your 

points up?! 

Music 

Listen to this production of Peter and the Wolf by Prokofiev. The 

conductor explains which instrument represents which animal as he 

tells the story. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MfM7Y9Pcdzw 

This is 30 minutes long so please be prepared to settle down for at 

least half an hour in a quiet place. 

It is also a little scary!  Think about links between this story and others 

we have been looking at. 

Science/DT – Forces 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=E8RA9Kw_IaE 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=lueqE0lxLyc 

Explore levers in your home – 

which household objects do you 

use which are levers? Can you spot 

which part of it is the fulcrum? 

Where are you applying the force? 

Where is the load? Can you draw a 

diagram to show this? 

A quick note – In the UK, lever is 

pronounced leaver, as in someone 

who is leaving. 
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